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ABSTRACT

Introduction. Traditionally, sexual desire is understood to occur spontaneously, but more recent models propose that
desire responds to sexual stimuli.
Aims. To experimentally assess whether sexual stimuli increased sexual desire; to compare how sexual arousal and
desire responded to three modalities of sexual stimuli: erotic story, unstructured fantasy, and the Imagined Social
Situation Exercise (ISSE).
Methods. In an online study, participants (128 women, 98 men) were randomly assigned to one of four arousal
conditions (ISSE, story, fantasy, or neutral), and then completed desire measures. In the ISSE, participants imagined
and wrote about a positive sexual encounter with a self-deﬁned attractive person.
Main Outcome Measures. Sexual arousal (perceived genital, psychological, and perceived autonomic), anxiety,
positive and negative affect, and state sexual desire via self-report measures pre- and post-condition; “trait” desire via
the Sexual Desire Inventory post-condition.
Results. All three sexual conditions signiﬁcantly increased sexual arousal and positive affect compared with the
neutral condition, with trends for higher arousal to unstructured fantasy than the ISSE or story conditions. Sexual
conditions signiﬁcantly increased scores on state measures of sexual desire. In addition, sexual context inﬂuenced
measurement of “trait” solitary sexual desire in women, such that women reported signiﬁcantly higher trait desire
after the neutral and ISSE conditions vs. fantasy.
Conclusion. Results highlight the responsiveness of sexual desire, problems with measurement of desire as a
long-term trait, trade-offs of using the ISSE and other stimuli in sexuality research, and the need to address context
in discussions of women’s and men’s desire. Goldey KL and van Anders SM. Sexual arousal and desire:
Interrelations and responses to three modalities of sexual stimuli. J Sex Med 2012;9:2315–2329.
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Introduction

Associations Between Sexual Arousal and Desire
asters and Johnson’s human sexual
response cycle [1] describes sexual
response as a universal, linear process consisting
of four phases based on physiological changes:
excitement, plateau, orgasm, and resolution.
Kaplan [2,3] and Lief [4] modiﬁed the Masters
and Johnson model by adding an initial desire
phase, which they described as “an appetite or
drive” and “a readiness for sexual activity,”
respectively. Although Kaplan acknowledged
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some of the complexities involved in the sexual
response (e.g., that arousing sexual experiences
could sometimes occur in the absence of desire),
many interpretations of the Masters and
Johnson/Kaplan model as used in research or
clinical practice position desire as a drive that
serves as a prerequisite to arousal, occurs independently of context, and manifests itself in the
form of spontaneous sexual thoughts and urges
(see critiques: [5,6]). The linear Masters and
Johnson/Kaplan model and resulting interpretations of desire have been critiqued by researchers
who question the linear model’s applicability to
J Sex Med 2012;9:2315–2329
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real-life sexual experiences and its focus on
genital responses rather than social context
[6–11].
More recent models of sexual response have
challenged the traditional view by arguing that
desire is responsive to context rather than spontaneous [6–8]. Incentive Motivation Models applied
to sexuality propose that encountering sexual
stimuli triggers arousal, which then results in
sexual desire [6,8,12]. These models emphasize that sexual stimuli may take the form of either
sensory cues (e.g., from a partner or erotica) or
inner thoughts, and that desire represents the
conscious recognition of arousal to context
[6,8,12]. Basson [7] applied this work to the experiences of women seeking clinical attention for
sexuality-related issues in her Female Sexual
Response model. According to this model,
though women may sometimes choose to engage
in sexual activity for sexual reasons, they also may
decide to engage in sexual activity for nonsexual
reasons (e.g., emotional intimacy) and feel sexual
desire only after experiencing stimulation and
arousal.
Though what might be called “responsive
desire” (i.e., desire triggered by a stimulus or
context as opposed to internal/spontaneous desire)
has been theorized mainly with regard to women’s
sexuality [5–8,13], evidence indicates that desire
responds to context in men as well [14]. In a focus
group study, men indicated that desire could
follow rather than precede arousal, and that contextual factors (e.g., partner’s desire) could
enhance or inhibit their desire and arousal [15].
Men indicated considerable overlap between
arousal and desire and described arousal–desire
links differently for partnered and solitary activity
[15]. In a comprehensive review of research on
men’s sexual desire, Brotto [14] emphasized
gender similarities in research ﬁndings about the
way desire is experienced, including the variety of
contextual triggers for desire and concurrent experience of psychological arousal and desire. Thus,
suggestions that desire can follow arousal seem
relevant to men’s sexuality, and frameworks that
separate “male,” automatic, and spontaneous
desire from “female,” responsive, and relational
desire may be inaccurately essentializing and gendering desire [16].

Effects of Sexual Stimuli on Sexual Desire
Does exposure to a sexually arousing stimulus activate sexual desire? Although this is a crucial
assumption embedded within the above theoretiJ Sex Med 2012;9:2315–2329
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cal models of responsive desire, few studies have
investigated this question empirically. Though
laboratory studies more typically assess psychological or self-reported sexual arousal after exposure to sexual stimuli (e.g., [17,18]), several recent
studies have also assessed participants’ current
feelings of sexual desire post-sexual stimuli. These
studies have often focused on comparisons
between clinical and nonclinical samples [19,20] or
hormone administration and placebo groups [21].
For example, Heiman et al. [20] reported that
women with Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder
(HSDD) had lower post-stimuli desire ratings
(ratings were averaged for fantasy and erotic ﬁlms
with varying content) than women without
HSDD, but this was only true for women not
using oral contraceptives. Further studies have
compared stimulus-induced desire among stimuli
of the same modality but varying content, ﬁnding
that sexual ﬁlms depicting a coercive encounter
elicited less desire than ﬁlms depicting consensual
encounters [22], and sexual audiotapes with
anxiety- or anger-inducing dialogue elicited less
desire in men than sexual audiotapes with positive
dialogue [23], suggesting that desire is contextdependent.
Most studies that have assessed stimulusinduced desire have not compared multiple
stimulus modalities, with a couple exceptions.
Graham et al. [24] found that women reported
greater desire for sex with a partner after an erotic
ﬁlm than after fantasy. By contrast, Toledano and
Pfaus [25] found that women reported stronger
motivational aspects of sexual desire and arousal
after erotic fantasy than after erotic ﬁlm, and men
reported similar levels of desire and arousal after
both stimuli. Thus, whether various stimulus
modalities differentially affect desire is still an
open question, given that the majority of studies
have only assessed post-ﬁlm desire, and the few
studies that included multiple stimulus modalities
have reported conﬂicting results.
Perhaps more importantly, these previous
studies have not directly addressed the question of
whether sexual stimuli activate sexual desire,
because they have not compared desire in response
to sexual stimuli with desire in response to nonsexual control stimuli. In one exception, Both and
colleagues [26] found that viewing a sexual ﬁlm
increased self-reported “lust” measured post-ﬁlm
and the likelihood of engaging in sexual activity in
the following 24 hours compared with a neutral
ﬁlm in women and men, but there was no effect of
the sexual ﬁlm on sexual desire in the 24-hour
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period. Although this study did provide an experimental test of whether sexual stimuli activate
sexual desire, the researchers only examined the
effects of one stimulus modality—ﬁlm—on desire.
Thus, it is unknown whether other non-ﬁlm types
of sexual stimuli (e.g., erotic stories, sexual
thoughts) could evoke desire compared with nonsexual control stimuli. Given the suggestive results
of Toledano and Pfaus [25] and the potential
importance of fantasy in eliciting desire due to its
self-determined content [27], further study on the
effects of sexual fantasy conditions on desire seems
especially promising.

“State” and “Trait” Desire
Increasingly, researchers have recognized that
desire responds to contextual inﬂuences, and thus
the concept of “state desire,” or desire that can
change based on the situation, has emerged
[13,20]. Responsive desire, or desire triggered by a
sexual stimulus or awareness of sexual arousal,
might be considered one form of state desire
[7,8,13]. Results from laboratory studies that assess
state desire (e.g., current feelings of sexual desire)
together with arousal indicate that state desire correlates with genital and psychological arousal to
erotica [21,26]. However, desire is also commonly
measured as a “trait” variable; i.e., individuals have
characteristic, stable levels of desire that can be
compared. Despite the fact that trait desire is conceptualized as unchanging, research suggests that
even trait desire may be inﬂuenced by variables
such as life events (e.g., pregnancy), relationship or
partner factors, and stress [28–31]. And, research
shows that the desire and arousal domains of the
Female Sexual Function Index (FSFI), a “trait”
measure of sexual function, are highly correlated
[32,33]—though multiple interpretations are possible; perhaps experiences of arousal help shape
trait desire over time.
If all desire, even so-called trait desire, is
context-speciﬁc, what information do people use
when judging their own level of trait desire?
Though commonly used questionnaire measures
such as the FSFI and the Sexual Desire Inventory
(SDI) instruct participants to consider their level
of desire during the past month [33,34], participants’ perceptions of their past-month desire
could be inﬂuenced by current feelings of arousal
or their evaluations of recent sexual experiences.
Could exposure to sexual stimuli affect not only
state desire (current feelings of desire) but perceptions of typical levels of desire? Previous research
suggests that a state of sexual arousal can inﬂuence
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variables typically conceptualized as traits (e.g.,
preferences for sexual behaviors, attitudes toward
condoms, propensity to engage in sexually coercive behaviors) [35]. Relevant to desire speciﬁcally,
one previous study that measured trait desire with
the SDI after sexually arousing conditions found
no difference between ﬁlm and fantasy conditions
in SDI scores [25]; however, the lack of a nonarousing control condition limited interpretation
of results.
In addition to trait vs. state considerations, distinctions between solitary and partnered (or
dyadic) sexual desire are also relevant. Interest in
behaving sexually by oneself and interest in sexual
activity with a partner are empirically separate
constructs that may represent distinct goals (e.g.,
tension release vs. intimacy) [34,36], and it is
unknown whether solitary and dyadic desire
respond differently to various modalities of sexual
stimuli. There is evidence that these constructs,
though moderately associated, show divergent
associations with other parameters (e.g., solitary
and dyadic desire show opposing correlations with
testosterone [17,37,38]).

Sexual Arousal in Response to Different Modalities of
Sexual Stimuli
Although very little research has addressed how
desire might be differentially affected by external
vs. internal stimuli, various studies have compared
how fantasy vs. other modalities affect arousal.
Studies that have compared effects of various
sexual stimuli on arousal have shown that fantasy
often leads to the lowest levels, albeit still meaningfully high arousal. The absence of sensory
stimuli in fantasy is interpreted as leading to less
genital and self-reported sexual arousal than other
modes of stimulation, including ﬁlm, photographs,
written text, and spoken text [24,39–44] cf. [25,45].
Why might fantasy produce lower arousal than
other modalities in the majority of studies? One
possibility involves the types of fantasy instructions used. Previous studies have employed either
very broad fantasy instructions [24,39,43] or very
speciﬁc instructions designed to control for
content between fantasy and other modalities
[41,42]. Arguably, fantasy instructions that are too
broad may not promote sufﬁcient engagement and
focus to maintain arousal, whereas instructions
that are overly speciﬁc may limit participants’
ability to imagine their individual preferences and
thus dampen arousal. Evidence indicates that lack
of engagement with the imagined situation is likely
one reason for lower arousal to fantasy, as KoukJ Sex Med 2012;9:2315–2329
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ounas and Over [42] reported that men’s stronger
arousal to ﬁlm than to fantasy was partially attributable to participants’ greater absorption in the
ﬁlm.
Despite the fact that fantasy generally elicits less
arousal than sexual stimuli such as movies or
stories, fantasy has several advantages as a method
for inducing arousal in research studies since it still
elicits high levels of arousal. Fantasy allows individuals to tailor their mental imagery to ﬁt their
individual preferences, perhaps increasing participants’ comfort with sexual material and decreasing
negative affect that can be associated with erotica
[46]. Using fantasy as a stimulus facilitates inclusion of sexually and ethnically diverse participants
in research, since inclusion criteria do not have to
be limited to a group likely to be aroused by a
particular visual or textual stimulus, and researchers can bypass the problematics of using erotic
material that includes only representations of
majority, homogenous, or heteronormative
imagery or standards. Thus, use of fantasy in
research is theoretically desirable if it could elicit
adequate arousal.
Recently, we introduced a new method for eliciting sexual arousal, the Imagined Social Situation
Exercise (ISSE) [47]. In the ISSE, participants
imagine a positive sexual encounter with another
person and respond to open-ended questions
about their imagined encounter. The ISSE has
many of the beneﬁts of fantasy: unlike stimuli such
as ﬁlms, pictures, and stories, which may require
some individuals to view or read non-preferred
stimuli, the ISSE allows participants to select the
characteristics of a person and situation arousing
to them. This is important considering that selfreported arousal is strongest in response to stimuli
that reﬂect one’s preferences [46,48]. Moreover,
we have argued that the ISSE allows for more
self-determination and avoids reifying negative,
homogeneous, or stereotypical portrayals of sexual
individuals or activities [47]. Additionally, the
writing involved in the ISSE may facilitate greater
absorption and thus greater arousal than fantasy
alone, considering that writing about fantasy is
positively linked with arousal [49], and that the
open-ended ISSE questions target speciﬁc characteristics of the situation (e.g., sexual and emotional
responses, personal involvement in the situation)
linked with arousal [48,50]. Though our previous
work showed that the ISSE increased psychological sexual arousal relative to nonsexual control
conditions (positive, stressful, and neutral imagined situations) [47], it is unknown how the ISSE
J Sex Med 2012;9:2315–2329
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will compare with other sexual conditions in terms
of arousal. This comparison between the ISSE and
other sexual modalities is critical considering that
fantasy is often found less arousing than external
stimuli but the ISSE is distinguishable from
“plain” fantasy conditions used in previous
research.
Aims

In the current study, we examined and compared
(i) effects of four conditions on self-reported
sexual arousal: the ISSE, unstructured fantasy (in
which participants imagine sexually arousing situations but do not write about them), an erotic
story, and a neutral condition (describing places);
(ii) how exposure to sexually arousing stimuli
affects state and so-called trait sexual desire; and
(iii) whether levels of arousal and desire are associated. We also explored whether the above effects
were moderated by gender, given the relevance of
responsive desire to men’s sexuality as well as
women’s [14], and the potential for modalityinduced arousal to be gender-speciﬁc [25,51]. Participants completed baseline arousal and state
desire scales and their randomly assigned condition (ISSE, unstructured fantasy, erotic story, or
neutral), followed by a post-activity arousal scale,
state desire scale, and the SDI [34], which was used
to measure trait desire. We hypothesized that all
three sexual conditions would increase arousal
compared with the neutral condition, and explored
whether the ISSE would elicit comparable arousal
to the more standard unstructured fantasy and
erotic story. With respect to sexual desire, we predicted that participants would report greater state
and trait desire after sexual conditions compared
with the neutral condition; i.e., that exposure to
sexually arousing stimuli would activate desire.
Finally, we hypothesized that higher levels of
sexual arousal in response to sexual stimuli would
predict higher levels of sexual desire.
Methods

Participants
Participants were recruited for an online study
through posters, online advertisements, and Amazon’s MTurk, which has been successfully used in
previous psychology research [52]. Participants
completed an online screening to ensure that they
were over 18, living in the United States, comfortable with erotica, and in a private place. The ﬁnal
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sample, which included participants who qualiﬁed
for the study and completed enough of the survey
to be used in analyses, consisted of 223 participants
(128 women, 95 men1). The mean age of participants was 28 years (standard deviation [SD] = 9
years). About half (N = 101) of the participants
were students (46 of whom were also employed),
96 participants were employed nonstudents, and
24 participants were neither students nor
employed. Participants self-identiﬁed their race/
ethnicity, and we categorized such that there were
11 African American/black, 18 Asian, 8 bi-/
multiracial, 10 Hispanic/Latina(o), 2 Middle
Eastern, 2 Native American, and 170 white participants. Most participants (N = 209) had some
college or other post-high-school training, and
some (N = 50) had children. Participants selfidentiﬁed their sexual orientation; 165 identiﬁed as
heterosexual, 18 as bisexual, 6 as homosexual, 5 as
lesbian, 3 as bi-curious, and one each as gay,
pansexual, queer, queer heterosexual, same gender
loving, and with a same-sex partner. Participants
indicated their relationship status based on deﬁnitions we provided [53]; 136 participants were in
committed relationships, 44 were in casual relationships, and 39 were single. Participants
reported using erotica three to four times per
month on average and engaging in elaborate sexual
fantasy an average of once per week. There were
no signiﬁcant differences in the above variables by
gender, with the exceptions that men were more
likely than women to be employed (P = 0.046), and
men reported more frequent use of erotica
(P < 0.001) and sexual fantasy (P < 0.001) than
women.

Materials
Health and Background Questionnaire
This questionnaire included items used to describe
the sample, such as age, occupation status, and
race/ethnicity.
Affect and Arousal Scale [54]
This scale is commonly used to measure state
affect and arousal in response to erotic stimuli
(e.g., [17]), and we have used it successfully in the
past post-ISSE [47]. The scale included 34 items
which made up six a priori subscales [17]: perceived genital sexual arousal (e.g., “genital pulsing
1
Though we had one agendered and one genderqueer individual participate, only women and men were included in
analyses due to the use of gender as a moderating variable
and the small sample sizes for genders other than female or
male.
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or throbbing”), psychological sexual arousal (e.g.,
“sensuous”), perceived autonomic arousal (e.g.,
“perspiration”), positive affect (e.g., “interested”),
negative affect (e.g., “embarrassed”), and anxiety
(e.g., “worried”). Internal consistency was high for
each of the subscales, with Cronbach’s alphas
ranging from 0.74 to 0.94. Women and men were
provided with identical versions of the scale with
the exceptions that only men were asked about
erections, and men were asked about nipple sensations while women were asked about breast sensations. Participants were asked to rate how well
each word or phrase described their current feelings on a scale from “1” = “Not at all” to
“7” = “Intensely.”

State Desire Items
State sexual desire was measured with two items:
“a desire to masturbate” (solitary state desire) and
“a desire for sexual activity with a partner” (dyadic
state desire) [24]. Participants rated the extent
to which each item described their current
feelings on a scale from “1” = “Not at all” to
“7” = “Intensely.”
ISSE [47]
In the ISSE, participants imagined and described a
positive sexual encounter with another person.
Participants read a prompt instructing them to
imagine that they were engaging in enjoyable
sexual activity with an attractive partner. Then,
they responded to open-ended questions asking
them to describe the attractive person, their feelings of attraction, the situation and background
events, and the sexual activity. Past studies have
shown that the ISSE increases self-reported sexual
arousal compared with positive and neutral control
conditions in women and men [47,55]. The
prompt for the ISSE read as follows, and see ref.
47 for the full text of the ISSE including the openended questions.
Imagine that you have met a person who is sexually
attractive to you, and you and this person decide to
engage in sexual activity together. You ﬁnd your sexual
partner very attractive, and you enjoy the sexual activity
very much. Consider your sexual partner, your feelings
of attraction, how you start being sexual, and the sexual
activity itself.

Unstructured Fantasy
In the unstructured fantasy condition, participants
were asked to engage in sexual fantasy for 10
minutes. The 10-minute time period was chosen
for consistency with the average length of time
spent on the ISSE in previous studies [47,55], and
the survey program timed the 10 minutes and
J Sex Med 2012;9:2315–2329
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advanced when the time had completed. The
instructions for this condition were as follows, and
were adapted from previous studies [24,25]:

sistency of the SDI was high in our sample (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.83 for solitary SDI, 0.83 for
dyadic SDI, and 0.86 for total SDI).

For the next 10 minutes, please fantasize about a sexual
experience or situation that would lead you to feel sexually aroused. You may fantasize about anything you
wish; we will not ask you about the content of your
fantasies. You may keep your eyes open or closed,
whichever is more comfortable for you.

Relationships and Sexuality
These questions characterized participants in
terms of their relationship status, sexual experience, use of erotica (on a scale from “0” = “Not at
all” to “6” = “More than once/day”), and frequency of sexual fantasy.

Erotic Story
The erotic story used in this study was an excerpt
from the romance novel Set the Dark on Fire [56].
The excerpt described a sexual encounter between
a woman and a man that included foreplay, cunnilingus, and intercourse, from a third person point
of view. The encounter was portrayed as arousing
and pleasurable for both characters. Pilot testing
indicated that the story took about 8–10 minutes
to read and was arousing.
Neutral Condition
In the neutral condition, participants were asked to
describe the room they were currently located in,
and another location they had been that day, in as
much detail as possible. The location descriptions
were intended to keep participants engaged in
mental imagery and writing about an emotionally
neutral topic, and accordingly control for many of
the features of the ISSE. Participants described the
current room for 5 minutes and another location
for 5 minutes, resulting in 10 minutes total spent
on the neutral condition.

Procedure
The entirety of the study was conducted online,
enabling subjects to participate in a comfortable,
ecologically valid non-laboratory environment.
Participants ﬁrst completed a screening questionnaire and an informed consent form. All participants completed the health and background
questionnaire, a baseline Affect and Arousal Scale,
and baseline state desire items. Then, participants
proceeded to their randomly assigned condition:
ISSE, unstructured fantasy, erotic story, or neutral.
Immediately following the condition, participants
completed a post-activity Affect and Arousal Scale
and the state desire items, followed by the SDI.
Finally, participants responded to the relationships
and sexuality questionnaire. As compensation for
their time, participants received either $0.50 (if
they participated through Amazon’s MTurk) or the
chance to enter a rafﬂe for one of two $50 prizes (if
they participated via regular online recruitment).

SDI [34]
The SDI is a measure of sexual desire in which
participants indicate the strength, frequency, and
importance of fulﬁlling their solitary and partnered sexual desire. Several items specify a reference period of the past month, so the SDI is
considered a “trait” measure of desire [57,58],
which was appropriate given that we were speciﬁcally interested in how even perceptions of typical
levels of desire might be inﬂuenced by sexual
stimuli. We modiﬁed the SDI by adding one question: “During the last month, how often have you
had sexual thoughts?” [59]. The SDI includes 15
questions, most of which are answered on an
eight-point scale (e.g., “1” = “No desire”;
“8” = “Strong desire”). The inventory results in a
solitary subscore, a dyadic (partnered) subscore,
and a total score (which includes the solitary and
dyadic items as well as a few general items). The
SDI is a valid and appropriate measure of sexual
desire in nonclinical populations of varied ages and
sexual experiences [17,34,37,60–62]. Internal con-

Analyses
We analyzed our data with SPSS 18.0 (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA). To test for effects of condition
on arousal and state desire, we used repeated measures analyses of covariance (RM ANCOVAs) with
multiple measures. Following signiﬁcant interactions, we tested for simple main effects with to
multivariate analyses of covariance (MANCOVAs)
and least signiﬁcant difference (LSD) post hoc
tests, as the omnibus MANCOVA holds the
family-wise error rate constant. To examine effects
of condition on trait desire, we used a MANCOVA
and followed up signiﬁcant effects with LSD post
hoc tests. We controlled for age, relationship
status, and frequency of erotica use, given that
these variables have been linked with desire and/or
arousal [17,63,64], as well as sexual identity, since
preferred stimuli elicit greater psychological
arousal than non-preferred stimuli, and our stimulus conditions differed in their ﬂexibility to match
individual preferences [18,65]. Including these
control variables as covariates did meaningfully
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alter the pattern of results, so we report results with
the covariates included in the model. For purposes
of analyses, relationship status was categorized as
single, casually partnered, or committed; and sexual
identity was categorized as heterosexual, bisexual or
lesbian/gay/queer based on self-identiﬁcation. Categorical variables were contrast-coded when used
as covariates. We used P < 0.05 as the criterion for
signiﬁcance and we reported trends at P < 0.10.
Sample sizes vary between analyses due to missing
data.
Main Outcome Measures

The main outcome measures in this study were
perceived genital arousal, psychological arousal,
perceived autonomic arousal, anxiety, positive
affect, and negative affect as measured by the
Affect and Arousal Scale [54] pre- and postcondition; solitary and dyadic state desire as measured by two items [24]; and solitary and dyadic
trait desire as measured by the SDI [34].
Results

Effects of Condition on Arousal and Affect
To examine effects of the conditions on affective
responses, we conducted an RM ANCOVA with
time as the within-subjects independent variable,
condition and gender as between-subjects independent variables, control variables (age, relationship status, erotica use, and sexual identity) as
covariates, and the six Affect and Arousal subscales
as dependent variables. There was a signiﬁcant
multivariate main effect of gender, F(6,
182) = 2.58, P = 0.020, such that across time and
conditions, women reported higher perceived
genital arousal than men, F(1, 187) = 6.52,
P = 0.011. There was also a signiﬁcant multivariate
interaction between time and condition for affect
and arousal, F(18, 515) = 6.08, P < 0.001, with signiﬁcant univariate interactions (further explained
below) between time and condition for all subscales (all P’s < 0.05) except anxiety (not signiﬁcant). We then proceeded with post hoc tests to
follow up these signiﬁcant interactions between
time and condition.
There were no signiﬁcant differences in affect
and arousal between conditions at Time 1, all
P’s > 0.10. At Time 2, all three sexual conditions
elicited higher perceived genital arousal, psychological arousal, perceived autonomic arousal, and
positive affect compared with the neutral condi-
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tion, all P’s < 0.001. The sexual conditions did not
differ strongly from each other, however. There
were trends for higher perceived genital arousal
after fantasy than the story (P = 0.067) and ISSE
(P = 0.063), as well as for higher psychological
arousal after fantasy than the story (P = 0.066).
There were also trends for higher perceived autonomic arousal after fantasy than the story
(P = 0.073) and ISSE (P = 0.095). There were no
signiﬁcant differences between the three sexual
conditions in positive affect, and no signiﬁcant differences between the four conditions in negative
affect at Time 2, all P’s > 0.10. Thus, all three
sexual conditions increased arousal and positive
affect compared with the neutral condition, with a
tendency for fantasy to be most arousing.
In terms of changes from Time 1 to Time 2,
arousal (perceived genital, psychological, and perceived autonomic) increased signiﬁcantly in all
three sexual conditions from Time 1 to Time 2 as
expected, all P’s < 0.001. In the neutral condition,
psychological arousal decreased signiﬁcantly from
Time 1 to Time 2 (P = 0.003), and perceived
genital and perceived autonomic arousal were
unchanged (P’s > 0.10). Positive affect increased
signiﬁcantly from Time 1 to Time 2 in all three
sexual conditions (all P’s < 0.001) and decreased
signiﬁcantly in the neutral condition (P < 0.001).
Finally, negative affect increased signiﬁcantly from
Time 1 (mean = 1.32, SD = 0.40) to Time 2
(mean = 1.51, SD = 0.69) in the ISSE condition
(P = 0.035) but remained unchanged in the other
conditions (all P’s > 0.10). Therefore, all sexual
conditions increased sexual arousal and positive
affect, and the ISSE additionally increased negative affect, from baseline to post-activity. See
Figure 1 for means and standard errors of Affect
and Arousal subscales at Time 1 and Time 2.

Effects of Condition on State Desire
To examine effects of condition on state desire, we
conducted an RM ANCOVA with time as the
within-subjects independent variable, condition
and gender as between-subjects independent variables, control variables (age, relationship status,
erotica use, and sexual identity) as covariates, and
solitary and dyadic state desire as dependent variables. There was a signiﬁcant multivariate effect of
time, F(2, 185) = 5.91, P = 0.003, such that both
solitary and dyadic state desire increased from
Time 1 to Time 2, P’s < 0.001. Furthermore, there
was a signiﬁcant multivariate interaction between
time and condition, F(6, 370) = 11.13, P < 0.001,
with signiﬁcant univariate interactions for solitary
J Sex Med 2012;9:2315–2329
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Figure 1 Affect and Arousal at Time 1 and Time 2 for the Imagined Social Situation Exercise (ISSE), Story, Fantasy, and
Neutral conditions. Participants responded on a scale from “1” = “Not at all” to “7” = “Intensely.” “*” indicates a significant
difference from the Neutral condition at Time 2 at P < 0.05, and “<” indicates a trend at P < 0.10. Note: No significant
differences between conditions at Time 1.

state desire, F(3, 186) = 15.99, P < 0.001, and
dyadic state desire, F(3, 186) = 21.44, P < 0.001.
There were no signiﬁcant differences between
conditions in solitary or dyadic state desire at
Time 1, P’s > 0.10. At Time 2, solitary and dyadic
state desire were signiﬁcantly higher in all three
sexual conditions than the neutral condition, all
P’s < 0.01. There were no signiﬁcant differences

between the three sexual conditions in state desire,
all P’s > 0.10. Thus, sexual conditions increased
solitary and dyadic state desire compared with the
neutral condition (see Figure 2).

Effects of Condition on Trait Desire
We tested effects of condition on trait sexual desire
using a MANCOVA with condition and gender as

Figure 2 Solitary and Dyadic State
Desire at Time 1 and Time 2 for the
Imagined Social Situation Exercise
(ISSE), Story, Fantasy, and Neutral
conditions. Participants responded on
a scale from “1” = “Not at all” to
“7” = “Intensely.” “*” indicates a significant difference at P < 0.05. Note: No
significant differences between conditions at Time 1.
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Figure 3 Solitary Sexual Desire Inventory (SDI) scores for
women and men after the Imagined Social Situation Exercise (ISSE), Story, Fantasy, and Neutral conditions.
Numbers at the end of each bar indicate N’s for each group.
“*” indicates a significant difference at P < 0.05, and “<”
indicates a trend at P < 0.10.

independent variables, control variables (age, relationship status, erotica use, and sexual identity) as
covariates, and solitary, dyadic, and total SDI
scores as the dependent variables. There was a
signiﬁcant multivariate interaction between condition and gender, F(3, 180) = 3.84, P = 0.011, and a
signiﬁcant condition by gender interaction for
solitary SDI, F(3, 180) = 3.39, P = 0.019. We thus
examined post hoc differences separately by
gender.
In women, solitary SDI was signiﬁcantly higher
after the ISSE (P = 0.001) and neutral (P = 0.003)
conditions compared with fantasy, with a trend for
higher solitary SDI after the ISSE than the story
(P = 0.052). There was also a trend for women’s
solitary SDI to be higher after the story than
fantasy (P = 0.099). In men, there were no signiﬁcant differences between conditions in solitary
SDI, all P’s > 0.10. Thus, women’s trait solitary
sexual desire was highest after the ISSE and
neutral conditions and lowest after fantasy, but
men’s trait desire did not respond to conditions
(see Figure 3).
There was no signiﬁcant main effect of condition on dyadic or total SDI scores, and no signiﬁcant condition by gender interaction for either
dyadic or total SDI, all P’s > 0.10. Therefore,
though condition affected solitary SDI, it did not
inﬂuence dyadic or total SDI.

Associations Between Arousal and Desire
Because desire variables differed by condition, we
were interested in whether levels of arousal or
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positive affect in response to sexual stimuli would
predict levels of desire for participants in the three
sexual conditions (ISSE, unstructured fantasy, and
story). To determine whether arousal and positive
affect predicted levels of sexual desire, we conducted multiple linear regression analyses with
arousal, positive affect, gender, and control variables (age, relationship status, sexual identity, and
erotica use) as predictors and desire variables as
outcome variables. We focused on solitary state
desire, dyadic state desire, and solitary SDI as our
outcome variables, as these desire variables differed based on stimulus condition. For arousal,
positive affect, and state desire, we used change
scores (Time 2–Time 1) in these analyses. Because
genital, psychological, and autonomic arousal were
strongly intercorrelated (r values of 0.65 and
above), we created a composite arousal measure by
averaging the changes in genital, psychological,
and autonomic arousal to avoid issues of multicollinearity.
For solitary state desire, the model explained
42.5% of the variance (R2adj = 0.387), F(9,
136) = 11.16, P < 0.001. The arousal composite
signiﬁcantly positively predicted solitary state
desire, b = 1.07, t(136) = 7.03, P < 0.001. Positive
affect was not a signiﬁcant predictor of solitary
state desire, b = -0.08, t(136) = -0.69, P = 0.493
(see Table 1a).
The predictors accounted for 31.9% of the variance in dyadic state desire (R2adj = 0.274), F(9,
137) = 7.12, P < 0.001. Similar to above, the
arousal composite signiﬁcantly positively predicted dyadic state desire, b = 0.72, t(137) = 4.61,
P < 0.001, but positive affect was not a signiﬁcant
predictor, b = 0.09, t(137) = 0.74, P = 0.460 (see
Table 1b).
Finally, the model explained 36.7% of the variance in solitary SDI (R2adj = 0.325), F(9,
137) = 8.82, P < 0.001. However, the arousal composite was not a signiﬁcant predictor of solitary
SDI, b = 0.51, t(137) = 1.20, P = 0.234, though
there was a trend for higher positive affect to
predict
higher
solitary
SDI,
b = 0.59,
t(137) = 1.73, P = 0.085 (see Table 1c).2,3
2
Including the two-way arousal*gender, positive
affect*gender, and arousal*positive affect interactions or
the three-way arousal*positive affect*gender interaction
did not signiﬁcantly increase the percentage of variance
explained in any desire variables.
3
Though Time 1 variables (Time 1 state desire, arousal,
and positive affect) were signiﬁcant predictors in some
models, including Time 1 variables as predictors did not
alter the main pattern of results.
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Table 1 Results of a multiple regression predicting (a)
solitary state desire, (b) dyadic state desire, (c) solitary
Sexual Desire Inventory from an arousal composite,
positive affect, and control variables*
b (SE)

t value

P value

a
Arousal composite
Positive affect
Gender†
Age
Relationship status 1‡
Relationship status 2‡
Sexual identity 1‡
Sexual identity 2‡
Erotica use

1.07 (0.15)
-0.08 (0.12)
-0.42 (0.16)
-0.02 (0.02)
0.31 (0.21)
-0.17 (0.09)
-0.24 (0.20)
-0.15 (0.15)
-0.24 (0.10)

7.03
-0.69
-2.59
-1.37
1.50
-1.90
-1.20
-0.99
-2.57

<0.001
0.493
0.011
0.173
0.136
0.059
0.233
0.322
0.011

b
Arousal composite
Positive affect
Gender†
Age
Relationship status 1‡
Relationship status 2‡
Sexual identity 1‡
Sexual identity 2‡
Erotica use

0.72 (0.16)
0.09 (0.12)
-0.07 (0.16)
-0.02 (0.02)
0.24 (0.21)
-0.18 (0.09)
-0.30 (0.21)
0.13 (0.16)
-0.12 (0.10)

4.61
0.74
-0.43
-1.01
1.11
-1.97
-1.46
0.82
-1.29

<0.001
0.460
0.671
0.314
0.269
0.051
0.148
0.416
0.200

c
Arousal composite
Positive affect
Gender†
Age
Relationship status 1‡
Relationship status 2‡
Sexual identity 1‡
Sexual identity 2‡
Erotica use

0.51 (0.43)
0.59 (0.34)
0.81 (0.45)
0.08 (0.05)
-0.62 (0.59)
0.28 (0.25)
-0.58 (0.58)
-0.16 (0.43)
1.64 (0.27)

1.20
1.73
1.80
1.70
-1.05
1.10
-1.00
-0.37
6.16

0.234
0.085
0.074
0.091
0.295
0.272
0.318
0.710
<0.001

*Analysis included only participants in the sexual (Imagined Social Situation
Exercise, unstructured fantasy, and story) conditions. All continuous variables
were centered prior to analysis
†Coded as 1 = female, -1 = male
‡The categorical variables of relationship status and sexual identity were each
represented as two contrast codes in the regression
SE = standard error

Instruction Compliance Check
At the end of the survey, participants were asked to
report any activities they were currently engaging
in (only this survey, chatting with friends, etc.) as a
check to determine the extent to which participants were focused on the research study vs. other
activities. Out of the 223 participants, 12 did not
respond to this item, leaving 211 participants for
this analysis. The majority of participants
(N = 168) reported that they were only completing
the survey, or completing the survey with music or
other background noise (e.g., TV) on. The
remainder of participants reported engaging in
activities such as chatting with a friend or surﬁng
the Internet in addition to the survey. Two men in
the fantasy condition reported masturbating, and
one man in the fantasy condition reported viewing
erotica, but excluding these three participants did
not change the pattern of results.
J Sex Med 2012;9:2315–2329

Discussion

In the current study, we compared levels of sexual
arousal and desire in response to a neutral condition and three sexual conditions: ISSE, unstructured fantasy, and erotic story. As expected, all
three sexual conditions increased self-reported
sexual arousal compared with the neutral condition. Unstructured fantasy elicited the largest
increases in arousal, though differences between
fantasy and the other sexual conditions were relatively small. We also investigated how sexual
stimuli affected state and trait sexual desire. As
predicted, sexual stimuli increased solitary and
dyadic state desire compared with neutral stimuli.
In addition, our results demonstrated that perceptions of typical solitary sexual desire responded to
context in women, such that women had the
highest solitary SDI scores after the ISSE and
neutral conditions and lowest solitary SDI after
fantasy. However, trait desire did not respond to
context in men. Larger increases in arousal predicted larger increases in state desire, suggesting
that effects of sexual stimuli on state desire were at
least partially due to increases in arousal.

Effects of the ISSE vs. Other Sexual Conditions
on Arousal
Our results support the use of the ISSE in sexuality
research, as this condition like the other sexual
conditions increased perceived genital arousal,
psychological arousal, and perceived autonomic
arousal relative to the neutral condition. The ISSE
elicited a similar level of arousal to the story condition, which means that the ISSE elicited comparable arousal to a more widely used stimulus (e.g.,
[41,66–68]) while maintaining several advantages
over a story, such as the participants’ ability to
self-determine the characteristics of the people,
setting, and sexual behaviors described. However,
our ﬁndings also highlight some trade-offs of
using the ISSE. Although the ISSE produced
meaningful sexual arousal as evidenced by higher
arousal than the neutral condition, the degree of
arousal was less than that of unstructured
fantasy—albeit only at a trend level. Though we
initially predicted that writing about sexual situations would maximize arousal through greater
engagement, our ﬁndings suggest that arousal may
be greatest when participants can fantasize in a less
structured manner and/or are not inhibited by the
instruction to write about the sexual situation.
Overall, researchers might consider trade-offs
between unstructured fantasy and ISSE when
deciding which method to use: unstructured
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fantasy frees participants from the constraint of
writing, but the ISSE provides data on what participants actually imagined so that these themes
can be analyzed or controlled for, which might be
important to research design.
Why might fantasy have elicited the most
arousal in our study, in contrast to lower (albeit
still signiﬁcant) arousal relative to other modalities
in previous studies? [24,39–44] One possibility is
that unlike previous studies, our study occurred at
home rather than in a laboratory environment, so
fantasy conditions may be most arousing when
participants are comfortable and familiar with
their environment. Importantly, most previous
studies did not directly compare fantasy with
written text, focusing on comparisons between
fantasy and ﬁlm or audio [24,39,40,42–44]. Two
previous studies that compared written text with
structured fantasy instructions intended to match
the fantasy to other stimuli reported conﬂicting
results [41,45], so unstructured but not structured
fantasy may increase arousal compared with
written text. Thus, type of fantasy instructions and
the setting (home or lab) may be important factors
when comparing fantasy with other modalities.
We found that the ISSE elicited similar levels of
positive affect compared with the other sexual conditions. However, the ISSE also resulted in a small
but signiﬁcant increase in negative affect from
Time 1 to Time 2, whereas negative affect
remained unchanged in the other conditions.
Given that we have argued that the ISSE allows for
greater self-determination than other types of
sexual stimuli [47], this result is somewhat surprising. One possibility is that while participants likely
found the ISSE enjoyable (as evidenced by an
increase in positive affect compared with the
neutral condition as well as positive comments left
at the end of the survey), the unfamiliarity of the
ISSE may have led to a mixture of positive and
negative affect (as participants had likely used
erotica and fantasized sexually prior to the study,
but were encountering the ISSE for the ﬁrst time).
Future research could examine whether repeated
exposure to the ISSE might change affective
responses to this method.

Sexual Stimuli Increase Sexual Desire
Our second research question examined whether
sexually arousing stimuli would increase state
desire and perceptions of typical desire; we predicted that the sexual conditions would increase
desire compared with the neutral condition. This
hypothesis was supported with respect to state
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desire; both solitary and dyadic state desire
increased after the three sexual conditions compared with the neutral condition in women and
men. There were no signiﬁcant differences among
the three sexual conditions in state desire, suggesting that state desire responds to sexual stimuli
regardless of stimulus modality. Our results
provide evidence supporting a central component
of Incentive Motivation Models and the Basson
model of sexual response—that sexual stimuli activate sexual desire. Furthermore, our evidence that
state desire responds to sexual context in women
and men builds on previous research suggesting
that men’s sexual responses, in addition to
women’s, may deviate from a traditional linear
model [14,15].
Not only do our results show that state desire
responds to sexual stimuli, but they also demonstrate the ﬂuidity of “trait” desire. We found that
women perceived their typical levels of desire differently based on current engagement with sexual
stimuli, as they reported higher solitary sexual
desire as measured by the SDI after the ISSE relative to fantasy and story, as well as higher solitary
SDI after the neutral and story conditions compared with fantasy. Higher desire after the neutral
condition was surprising, but similar to a previous
ﬁnding in which men showed greater approach
tendencies to sexual stimuli (measured by reﬂex
amplitude) after a neutral condition than a sexually
arousing condition [26]. In our study, women
likely expected a sexual stimulus since they were
informed about the sexual nature of the study, and
upon receiving a neutral stimulus instead, perceptions of typical desire may have increased due to
the unfulﬁlled expectation for sexual arousal [26].
Consistent with this interpretation, women in the
fantasy condition—the most arousing sexual
condition—had the lowest solitary SDI scores.
Our results show that sexual stimuli may inﬂuence
state desire and perceptions of typical desire differently in women: exposure to sexual stimuli
increases state desire, but may also lead to lower
reports of typical desire. The lower trait desire
may occur because sexual stimuli and desire
alone—rather than sexual activity—may themselves be a goal of desire [16]; thus, desire could be
fulﬁlled, in addition to sparked, by sexually arousing stimuli. However, this interpretation is complicated by the result that the ISSE, which was
arousing, elicited reports of high trait desire.
Regardless, responsive desire might thus occur in
multiple ways: arousing stimuli can trigger desire,
but lack of expected arousal can also enhance desire
J Sex Med 2012;9:2315–2329
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(though this might only apply to a nonclinical
sample such as ours, and not to women with
arousal disorders who consistently lack arousal).
We found effects of condition on SDI scores
even though the SDI measures desire as a “trait”
variable, i.e., over the past month, indicating that
“trait” desire is judged differently after exposure to
sexual vs. neutral stimuli. The results of the
current study do not clarify whether desire itself is
unstable (i.e., trait levels of desire do not really
exist), or whether the measurement of desire is
unstable (i.e., trait levels of desire may exist, but
the measurement of trait desire may be unreliable
due to arousal or other states). However, our ﬁndings do reveal that individuals’ assessments of their
typical desire are inﬂuenced by their engagement
with sexual stimuli at the current moment, questioning whether desire can be accurately conceptualized as a long-term trait when its measurement
is subject to state-like ﬂuctuations.
Similarly, future research is needed to determine
how engagement with sexual stimuli changes SDI
scores; for example, might current arousal affect
one’s memory for past-month desire, or is assessment of past-month desire altered by comparisons
to current feelings of desire (e.g., if current desire is
high, do typical levels of desire seem lower)?
Regardless of mechanism, these ﬁndings have
implications for how desire is measured in research
studies and in clinical settings, such that expectations and the context in which desire is assessed
might affect its measurement. For example, if desire
is measured in a clinical vs. nonclinical sample after
exposure to erotica, lower desire in the clinical
sample may reﬂect less expectation of arousal to the
stimuli, rather than lower “trait” desire. This feedback between arousal and desire is relevant to
current debates over Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual (DSM) deﬁnitions of arousal and desire
disorders, providing further evidence that deﬁnitions should address the responsive rather than
spontaneous nature of desire in order to avoid
over-pathologizing [5,14]. Moreover, our results
suggest that context of measurement is an important issue to consider when developing and validating measures of sexual desire, in addition to factors
such as reliability and content validity [69,70].
Interestingly, experimental condition affected
measurement of solitary but not dyadic trait sexual
desire in women, suggesting that individuals’
reports of solitary desire may be more responsive
to stimuli such as erotica and fantasy, while reports
of dyadic desire may instead reﬂect the current
availability or willingness of a partner. Our
J Sex Med 2012;9:2315–2329
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results—which show that state and perceptions
of typical solitary desire respond to sexual
context—point to the need to broaden discussions
of responsive desire to include solitary desire, since
most models implicitly or explicitly focus on desire
for partnered sexual activity [7,71]. In general,
masturbation, solitary sexuality, and solitary desire
have been understudied in sexuality work, despite
their importance in sexual pleasure and health
[13,37,62]. Furthermore, our ﬁndings show that
desire can respond to self-generated stimuli (e.g.,
the imagined content in the ISSE) and erotica, and
the potential for desire to respond to stimuli besides
partner cues is often neglected, especially in discussions of women’s desire [16]. Recognizing that
desire is responsive to context in women and men,
and that even solitary desire is contextually situated, is important for basic and clinical understandings of arousal and desire.
Why might sexual stimuli not have inﬂuenced
SDI scores in men? Although we found that sexual
stimuli increased men’s state desire, reports of trait
desire were unaffected by sexual stimuli in men.
Our results suggest that men’s desire may involve
some “state” components which are subject to
ﬂuctuation based on current levels of arousal, but
also some trait-like components which remain
relatively stable despite the sexual context. This
result is compatible with a larger body of sexuality
research showing greater ﬂuidity in women’s sexuality than men’s in response to state-like cues (e.g.,
[18,53]). Compared with empirical research on
women’s desire, the nature of men’s sexual desire
is understudied [14], and further research is
needed to clarify in what contexts men’s desire can
respond to arousal.
Our ﬁndings demonstrate that larger increases
in sexual arousal predicted larger increases in state
desire. These ﬁndings are in line with qualitative
[15,72,73] and quantitative [32,74,75] research in
women and men showing overlap in experiences of
arousal and desire. Furthermore, the interrelations
between arousal and desire in our data suggest that
effects of sexual stimuli on state desire may be a
result of sexual arousal; i.e., that sexual arousal may
have increased sexual desire. However, multiple
interpretations are possible: individuals who generally experience greater arousal might also generally experience greater desire, and our data do not
clarify directionality or causality of these arousal–
desire links. Additionally, arousal did not signiﬁcantly predict solitary SDI scores, and there was a
trend for positive affect to predict solitary SDI,
suggesting that responses besides arousal (e.g.,
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recognition of a stimulus as sexual, nonsexual
affect: see [22]) may contribute to effects of sexual
stimuli on measurement of trait desire, though
arousal is likely one key factor in predicting state
desire.

Limitations and Future Directions
One limitation of our study is that we only compared select modalities of sexual stimuli: ISSE,
story, and unstructured fantasy. As ﬁlm generally
elicits higher arousal than other modalities
[24,39,41–44], future comparisons including a ﬁlm
condition may be useful. Including a spoken text
condition, in which participants could close their
eyes while listening to erotic stimuli, might help
clarify whether trends for lower arousal to the
story and ISSE than fantasy might be due to the
fact that participants were required to keep their
eyes open in order to read or type during the story
and ISSE conditions.
A further limitation of our study, as with most
sexuality research, is that our sample represents a
select group of individuals willing to participate in a
study involving sexual content, though our use of an
online study likely allowed for a broader sample
than a laboratory study. Drawbacks of the nonlaboratory environment include less control over
whether participants follow instructions and less
ability to limit distractions; however, our instruction compliance check suggested that most participants took the study seriously and followed
instructions. Our sample included participants of
varied ages, relationship statuses, and sexual identities, and these factors were meaningful covariates
in our data, suggesting that they do play some role
in effects of stimulus modality on arousal and
desire. Future studies could explore these nuances;
for example, might ISSE and fantasy conditions be
especially effective for sexual minority participants?
Additionally, future research could address how
content and detail of imagined situations in the
ISSE affect arousal and desire. Do participants who
focus on their own pleasure in the imagined situation experience higher arousal, and can focusing on
a partner’s responses facilitate arousal as well?
Conclusions

Overall, our study provides experimental evidence
that state desire responds to context in women and
men, and that context inﬂuences the measurement
of “trait” sexual desire in women. Together with
others’ ﬁndings, these results highlight problems
with models that assume a linear progression from

desire to arousal [9–11]. Our ﬁndings establish
that solitary sexual desire can respond to context,
and support understandings of responsive desire
that include erotica and self-generated fantasy in
addition to partner cues as triggers for desire.
Additionally, our comparison of the ISSE with
other modalities provides evidence for the utility
of the ISSE in studies of sexual arousal and clariﬁes
trade-offs of this method. Our ﬁndings suggest
that fantasizing about self-selected sexually arousing content can elicit high levels of arousal compared with other modalities in women and men.
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